Celebrity
Couple:
Dakota
Johnson & Chris Martin Are
‘Definitely Dating’

By Rachel Sparks
The Fifty Shades of Grey actress Dakota Johnson is a part of a
new
celebrity
couple!
A
source
confirmed
to UsMagazine.com that Johnson and Chirs Martin are
“definitely dating.” The couple has been spotted on two public
dates in just as many months. Cold Play singer Martin asks
Johnson for her opinion on his music and Johnson asks her
celebrity boyfriend his opinion on her upcoming projects. The
couple just recently came back from a trip to Israel together.

This celebrity couple just came
back from a romantic getaway
together. When is it too soon in a
relationship to plan your own?
Cupid’s Advice:
Romantic getaways are great, without a doubt. Sure, plans may
fall through, it may be raining and you totally forgot to
bring any rain gear, but traveling somewhere with just your
love is a terrific bonding experience. But when is it too soon
to get away with your partner? Read Cupid’s relationship
advice to learn when you should start planning your own
couple’s vacay:
1. Do you know how to spoil them: A romantic getaway is all
about appreciating your partner, celebrating your
relationship together, and expressing your love. How does your
partner like to be appreciated? If you don’t know this yet it
may be too soon to get away. That’s the whole point of these
mini vacations!
Related Link: Romantic Getaway: 8 Affordable Destinations to
Escape the Cold
2. Relaxers or adventurers: You imagine drinking mojitos on
the beach but your S.O. is that person parasailing. Spending
time apart is healthy for relationships, but if you’re looking
for a weekend of 24/7 time with your partner, make sure you
both have the same goals for the vacation.
Related Link: Top 5 Most Luxurious Romantic Getaways in the
United States
3. Common Intentions: Ultimately, no time is too soon for a
romantic getaway if you both agree you’re ready. While they

can be silly, exciting, or serious, what you both bring out of
it is up to the two of you. Make sure your intentions for your
relationship are clear, along with what you would like to see
out of your getaway.
Have you gone on a weekend trip with a partner before you were
ready? Is there such thing as too soon? Share your own love
advice below!

Movie Review: Fifty Shades
Freed

By Rachel Sparks
The final installment of the Fifty Shades phenomena is here
and we’re beyond ecstatic! Mr. Grey weds Ana, making our dream
celebrity wedding come true. While the Greys move forward in
this exciting venture together, problem after problem hits the
couple, challenging them to the end of this series. Despite
the off-screen animosity between the two stars, Jamie Dornan
and Dakota Johnson still get us very, very excited.

Fifty Shades Freed is the perfect
steamy movie for you and your
partner on Valentine’s Day!
Should you see it:
If you’re looking for barely publicly allowed excitement, this
film will be perfect for you. It’s got sex, romance, and car
chases to keep you on the edge of your seat. We’ll be there
opening day.

Who to take:
Girlfriends, boyfriends, friends, anyone is great to take,
except your mom. Whether you’re trying to have some time with
friends or trying to inspire some passion back into your
relationship, this movie is a lot of fun.
Cupid’s Advice:
We’re all inspired by the searing passion between Ana and
Christian. But let’s be honest, that passion doesn’t always
stick around in a relationship. We’re inspired by the Greys.
Here’s the relationship advice we’ve learned from the dreamy
couple:
1. Try new stuff: Whether it’s in the bedroom or as a new
hobby, trying new stuff with your partner builds a stronger
bond. It sparks a new excitement, builds trust, and makes your
relationship stronger. Push the fear aside, get brave, and get
strong.
Related Link: Dating Advice: The 5 Stages of Love and Why Many
Stop at Stage 3
2. Share new things: Christian let go of the past when he let
Ana touch his chest, forging a deeper connection. Sometimes we
have to push ourselves to open up to our partner more,
changing the dynamics of the relationship for the good.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: 8 Creative Ways That Older
Couples Can Keep the Romance Alive
3. Spoil each other: No one can deny that Christian spoils
Ana. We all need to be treated like kings and queens at some
point. Enjoy seeing your love smile because of your passion
for them. Take turns making each others’ dream dates come
true.
How have you reignited passion when things feel a bit stale?
Share you relationship advice below!

Jamie Dornan Says Celebrity
Love Amelia Warner Does Not
Want to See ‘Fifty Shades of
Grey’

By Whitney Johnson
Of all the women who will be heading to theaters this weekend
to see Fifty Shades of Grey, we know one who will be steering
clear of the erotic film: star Jamie Dornan’s celebrity love,
Amelia Warner. According to UsMagazine.com, the actor says
it only makes sense that his wife wouldn’t want to watch his

sexual scenes. “I am not going to put any pressure on her
either way. It’s her decision,” he explained in a recent
interview with USA Today. “She’s well aware that it’s pretend,
but it’s probably not that comfortable to watch.”

Famous couple Jamie Dornan and his
celebrity love Amelia Warner are
working out a way to support each
other,
even
when
it’s
uncomfortable. What are some ways
to support your partner from afar?
Cupid’s Advice:
Showing support for your partner and their career is important
to any relationship, but sometimes, it can be complicated, as
famous couple Dornan and Warner is learning. Cupid has some
dating advice to help you show that you care from a distance:
1. Write each other private notes: A little gesture like a
handwritten letter — or even just a Post-It note! — goes a
long way. While Dornan’s celebrity love may not want to attend
a screening of the movie with him, she can hide a sweet love
note in his pocket or suitcase for him to read while they’re
apart.
Related Link: Matthew McConaughey Thanks Wife Camila Alves for
Motivation
2. Send flowers or gifts: If your partner travels for his or
her job and has a big presentation or show coming up, send
your support via a bouquet of flowers or small thoughtful
gift. It will show your partner that you’re thinking about
them.

Related Link: Hollywood Couple: Diane Kruger Adorably Freaks
Out Over Longtime Boyfriend Joshua Jackson’s Golden Globes Win
3. Skype, and utilize social media: Technology is key these
days. Show your support from afar by logging into Skype and
having a face-to-face interaction with your significant other.
You can also utilize social media platforms like Facebook or
Twitter to announce your support for your partner to the
world.
What are some other ways to show you care from afar? Share
your thoughts below.

’50 Shades of Grey’ Star
Jamie Dornan Shares Unsexy
Secret

By Maggie Manfredi
Walk this way! According to People.com. Fifty Shades of
Grey star Jamie Dornan has a blaring insecurity — his walk. On
The Graham Norton Show, the actor explained that he learned to
walk on his tiptoes instead of heel-to-toe. If he was a
mailman or an accountant this might not matter, but production
crews on sets started to notice and Dornan had to fix his
step. Not even Christian Grey can be perfect.
What do you do if you find something about your partner
unsexy?
Cupid’s Advice:
Not every man can be a Christian Grey…hot, passionate,
intense. Of course, Christian Grey is a made up character in a
fiction book. So, your partner isn’t perfect? No worries!
Cupid has some tips on how to handle that:
1. Remind yourself: That no one is perfect and you yourself
have flaws. Try not to let the small, “unsexy” stuff get to
you.

Related: Mario Singer Dating ‘Blood, Sweat and Heels’ Star
Chantelle Fraser
2. Let them know: If it is something they could possibly work
on like an out-of-date wardrobe or closing their mouth when
they chew don’t be afraid to have a conversation with them. If
they truly are your partner they won’t take it as a
belittlement or you wanting to change them.
Related: Andrew Garfield Attends Girlfriend Emma Stone’s
Broadway Debut
3. Be kind: No matter what you think of your partner be nice
and be sincere. Life is too short to not enjoy each other’s
company.
Are you excited for Fifty Shades of Grey? Share your thoughts
on the movie below!

